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About This Game

Going Up is a fast-paced science-fiction sword fighting game. Fight endless waves of enemies in a totally doomed quest to reach
the end (and a less doomed quest to reach the high score board).

Features:

 Endless waves

 Multiple kinds of evil robots

 Wield a bolt of lightning, a flaming sword, or a line of pixels! In VR!

 Boss battle

 Probably not going to shoot your dog (but it is Early Access)

Planned features:

 More enemy types
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 More boss battles

 More stage variety
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Title: Going Up
Genre: Action, Early Access
Developer:
Conrad Nelson
Publisher:
Conrad Nelson
Release Date: 1 Aug, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1 or newer.

Processor: Intel Core i5 4590 or AMD FX 8350 or greater.

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 970 or AMD Radeon R9 290 or better.

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: Requires an HTC Vive

English
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Why is this wrong way engine here. Sometimes i can't place the right arrow. It's the wrong arrow. Buy a Illinois Central RR GP7
and it will be better. Don't Worry. Because i love them. Keep up the Good Work. But Don't Make the arrows go backwards. It
will be impossible. This PRR GP9 is not in the right place. Sometimes it will just take you into the cab in the wrong place. The
better decision, Buy a ITC GP7 and it will be better. But PRR GP9. I am not recommended. Just Buy The ITC GP7 and it will
be fun.
. The game is raw stuff indeed.

UI looks like UI is absent.

Buggy game mechanics - bugs happen, nevermind.

But the real bad thing is typography in the game. The typography made this game. Some words start with capital letter some
doesn't.. with no reason (even in the MAIN MENU!). All this provide me a strong sense of gross negligence - English language
spelling is weird.. or careless to spellcheck? (in 2k10th?)

(Hm.. maybe.. I got the theory that this game was spelled by men from the Moon, that would explain everything (including rate
of the updates - the Moon is too far ))

If it's a student work I'd grade it with D or F because of the presentation level - careless spelling - what I should think about
other parts of the design? (didn't see the source code thus can't say anything about software architecture)

Very sad for "Belarus" word use in the brand name of the creators of this title, guys should think about reputation and the look
of the product they provide to the customers (and should think about such thing as Quality Assurance)

TO THE STEAM! with such many controversal-quality projects on the platform could you think about QA department
to provide a testing service for the developers to achieve acceptable quality of the products? That would be nice for
both parts.

\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605
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BUT! (not kidding) There are some props you SHOULD BUY this game:

 steam cards of course

 easy achievements to finish the game and get PERFECT GAME stat for the acc

 to see how not to do
. Good game, i enjoyed it.

Could not stop until i reached the end of all 3 levels.

Lasted 81 minutes lol, but still a descent game for the price.

maybe the levels will be longer in the future, who knows.. Spectacularly nails the space theme. Has a Spelunky
vibe to it where it's pretty funky, but ultimately good.. Just don't. Save yourself the trouble.. It looks cool and
would be very handy, if it didn't fail to register the hotkeys half the time
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Elon Musk, make it happen.. Currently too buggy to recommend. 3 crashes in 2 hours and spent a half hour in a bugged
unsolvable level.

I eventually moved all my parts back, used the hater clue computer (it insults you each time you use a clue), constructed the
level perfectly according to its instructions and it still did not work. I restarted the game and then built it again and it worked.
That's way too frustrating for me to want to keep playing the game until it's fixed.

If it's fixed I'd recommend it, it's pretty enjoyable when it's working.. Bad platforming with nasty collisions. Very compressed
sound effects and voice over.. Meh..

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vkOHVjEg1XQ. Vae victis

Ubisoft should go to Epic Store
they deserve each other.. Bought it because developers promised Linux\/Mac OS X version. They never released it.
They also stop support of game and there of number of unfixed bugs in WIndows version.

Don't buy it.. great mod hope it gets more work done on it tho it has loads of potental :3. If, while playing this, you begin to feel
like it's a sequel (ish) to Iron Storm, it's because it is (ish), and that's a good (ish) thing.. This is a superior version of the 3DS
port that came to the United States. Runs at 60fps and has a good online time ranking infrastructure. The Umihara Kawase
games have such a wonderful feel and at 15 bucks this one is a steal (it originally retailed for 30 on the 3DS). I've always loved
exploring and rubbering around in the surreal Umihara Kawase worlds and I'm so happy that this and apparently the other ones
are coming to Steam. The truth is, Umihara and I are best friends in real life. We got on adventures together and she shares her
best sushi recipes with me. its fun and eazy to play dont over think this game
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